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Improvements in and relating to lighters
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ARNOLDUS MARTINUS JOSEPHUS VAN;
ALBERïUS VAN POPPEL

Classificatlê:

- internationaàl:

F23Q2/16; F23Q2/00;
F23Q2116; F23Q2|16C
Aanvraagnummer:
GB1 9600002831 1 9600126
PrlorltêltÉnummer(s): GB1 9600002831 1 9600126
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Report a data error he
Samenvatting van GBSOí 083
901,083. Lighters using liquid fuel. VAN
POPPEL, A. M. J., and VAN POPPEL, 4.,
[trading as HANDELSONDERNËMING GEB.
VAN POPPELI. Jan. 26, 1960, No.2831/60.
Class 75 (3). ln a lighter comprising a reservoir 2
for a low- boiling-point liquid, a lever 5 for
opening a valve 4 biased by a spring 20 to two
positions and a flint wheel 10, the lever 5 has two
side-plates which overlie two upstanding walls 14
support- ing the shaft 6 on which the flint wheel
and the lever rotate and a ribbed grip 7
connecting the two side-plates overlaps in both
positions of the lever a curved wall 16
interconnecting the two upstanding walls 14. ïhe
two upstanding walls 14 and the curved wall 16
are parts of a block 15 having a projection 29
engaging beneath an abutment 17 on a holder 1;
the block 15 is held down on a seat 18 of the
holder' 1 by the threaded tube 19 holding the
flint. The flint wheel 10 is rotated by a leaf-spring
11 co- operating with teeth on the side of thê flint
wheeland having a recess engaged by a projection 13 on the lever 5. ïhe bias spring 20
surrounds the flint tube 19 and presses upwardly
a block 21 slidable on the flint tube and connected by links 23 with the side-plates of the
lêver 5. '
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